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kitsunes corrupted love

young woman named Kuroko. She was a half-kitsune, blessed with ethereal beauty and cunning intelligence. But

along with her enchanting appearance came a dark and manipulative nature, as she possessed the ability to subtly

influence the minds of those around her. Kuroko reveled in her powers, using them to bend the will of others to

her whims. One fateful day, Kuroko's mischievous path intersected with that of a weary and nomadic teenage

boy named Feiren Grim. Feiren had lost everything to the power that resided within his left eye--a power over

darkness that haunted him and brought destruction wherever he went. He was burdened with guilt and sorrow,

wandering the lands in search of solace and redemption. As fate would have it, Feiren stumbled upon an ancient

scythe, half-buried in the ground. Intrigued by its mysterious aura, he reached out and grasped the weapon,

unknowingly setting Kuroko free from her eternal prison. The moment she was released, Kuroko felt a

connection to Feiren, sensing his vulnerability and potential for darkness. kuroko, always seeking excitement

and willing to take risks, saw Feiren as a perfect opportunity to satiate her own desires. She would play with his

emotions, testing the limits of his willpower while subtly weaving her way into his heart. Using her supernatural

charm and trickery, Kuroko would create illusions and manipulate Feiren's perceptions, making him believe in a

love that was mostly real but partially a result of her influence. Unbeknownst to Noun and Feiren, an

organization of powerful wizards known as the Arcanum Order had become aware of their existence. The Order

believed that Kuroko's manipulative powers were a threat to the delicate balance of their world. They deemed

Feiren, with his connection to darkness, to be equally dangerous. Thus, they resolved to banish both Kuroko and

Feiren, eradicating the perceived threat once and for all. So, in a desperate attempt to save both herself and feiren

she



de-aged him and became his mother to prepare him for his place as Kuroko's lover.
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